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The Retriever Advisory Subcommittee on Rules Report for 2011 
 
    This year, as in last year, we are not proposing any new rules, but we are proposing a clarification 
of the rule for the early Amateur Stake starts. This rule does not apply to those clubs who announce 
that their Amateur Stake will start on Friday. The rule found on page 23 of the Field Trial Rules and 
Standard Procedure for Retrievers, as well as the clarification, applies only to those clubs wishing to 
move their Amateur all-Age Stake start to an earlier time if they have more than 65 dogs.  The 
purpose of this clarification is to assure that the amateur who is not able to attend the trial on Friday 
is allowed to run his dog in the Amateur Stake. The following language is proposed to try and make 
this unambiguous. 
 
Proposal 1. 
 
Chapter 14, Section 11, 4th paragraph:  
Line 1: delete the word “probable” 
Line 3: after “is likely to exceed” add “or exceeds” 
Line 6: end sentence after “day of the trial”. 
Line 6: after sentence ending “day of trial” delete the rest of the original sentence and insert the 
following language; 
Regardless of whether this change is made by the club with or without a contingency stated on the 
premium any handler who cannot, for whatever reason, be present at the trial until the original 
starting time announced in the premium shall be permitted to run after the original starting time 
stated on the premium. 
 
So that the clarified rule will now read: 
 
“Anytime a trial giving club finds that the number of starters in its Amateur All-Age Stake or its Owner 
Handler Amateur All-Age Stake is likely to exceed or exceeds 65 in number, the club may elect, at 
its option, to move the starting time of the stake to not earlier than 9:00 AM of the first day of the trial. 
Regardless of whether this change is made by the club with or without a contingency stated on the 
premium any handler who cannot, for whatever reason, be present at the trial until the original 
starting time announced in the premium shall be permitted to run after the original starting time 
stated in the premium” 
Notice of the decision....... 
 
 
During 2010 it has also come to the committee’s attention that in some cases field trialers are either, 
not familiarizing themselves with the rules, or are ignoring them.  
 
    One case that is becoming more frequently ignored is about setting blinds where the line to the 
blind requires the dog to be out of sight for substantial periods of time. The rule book is very clear on 
this, page 43. 
 
    “......it should be possible, at least in theory, for a dog to “find” a well planned blind-retrieve on the 
initial line from his handler; that he will do so is highly improbable because of those natural hazards, 
so he must be handled to the “blind”. Nevertheless, the test should be so planned that the dog 
should be “in-sight” continuously. A blind retrieve is a test of control, and a dog which is out of sight 
for a considerable period cannot be said to be under control.”....  
 



    The Advisory Committee wants to encourage ingenuity by judges and as many options for field 
trialers that we can; however, we feel that in so doing it is important that all of us stay within the 
parameters of the rules of our sport. 
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